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Visit us at stand
4A-323

Dear readers,
Round screening machines made by Engelsmann - yes, you read that right: our future is going to be
round. We want to share this sensational little bit of industrial news exclusively with our newsletter
subscribers today. You can find out what makes the round new arrivals to our family of screening machines so special and where you can see them in action in this new POWTECH edition of our newsletter.
You want clean, not just well-rounded affairs? Then you should definitely visit us in Nuremberg and
learn about our new Hygienic Design range.
» Rounded off: our Range of Screening Machines is Complete!
» Clean Things: Big Bag Handling in HD
» Your Ticket for POWTECH
We wish you happy reading.
Your Engelsmann team

NEWSFLASH

Rounded off: our Range of Screening Machines is Complete!
Engelsmann is rounding off its range of screening machines - in the truest sense of the word: we’re
completing our range of screening machines with the newly-developed round screening machine JEL
VibRS, and we’re able to supply our customers who only like round things with a high-performance
round vibrating screening machine straight away - and it’s at the usual high Engelsmann quality.
The first public appearance of our new arrival at the POWTECH trade fair is not to be missed. Come
to our booth (4A-323) and see this new round vibrating screen in action for the first time.
As a subscriber to our newsletter, you’re here with us right from the beginning of this new screening
machine’s life, and you now have the opportunity to learn about the benefits of the JEL VibRS. The
product page is now online. Be one of the first visitors!

» Recommend article

» More Information

Clean Things: Big Bag Handling in HD
“Let’s show what we can do!” - rarely has this trade fair philosophy been lived out in such a way as it
will at Engelsmann’s appearance at this year’s POWTECH trade fair.
We’re answering the question of how to demonstrate the full range of functions and industrial variety
when it comes to big bag emptying with two exhibits: one emptying system for the chemicals sector,
and one Hygienic Design (HD)-version for applications in the food and pharmaceuticals sectors where
ease of cleaning and protection from contamination are paramount. Be won over by the new hygienic
features and discover the diverse range of optional features for our big bag emptying systems live in
Nuremberg. You can find more preliminary information on our website.

» Recommend article

» More Information

Your Ticket for POWTECH
You’ll see that our booth at this year’s POWTECH is well worth a visit: along with the launch of our
round screening machines and our new range of hygienic big bag emptying systems, as well as our
classic screening machine “JEL Konti”, you can expect fascinating discussions with experts about redhot news from throughout the world of bulk solids processing.
Contact our trade fair team and secure your free POWTECH ticket. We’re looking forward to seeing
you at booth 323 in hall 4A.

» Recommend article

» Contact our trade fair team

Follow the link to our product portfolio:
» Screening technology

» Mixing technology

» Big bag systems

» Additional products

If you would like to stop receiving our newsletter, unsubscribe here. We will then immediately remove
your e-mail address from the mailing list. Except for basic connection charges, you will not be charged
for this.
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